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Extra exercises

Unit 1 Good life plan

Complete each defi nition with one word about health. Then rearrange 

the circled letters to make another word.

1  What you have if you have a fever. (_) _  _  _  _  _  _  (_ ) _ _ _
2  A symptom of a cold. _  (_)  _  _   _  _  _  (_)  _  _
3 What you have when your head hurts. (_)  _  _  _  _  _  _  (_ )
4  A nurse uses this to give an injection. (_)  _  _  _  _  _  (_)
5  You are carried on this in an ambulance. (_) _ _ _ _ (_) _ _ _ 
6  Your leg is put in this if it’s broken. (_)  _  _  _  _  _ _

The eleven letters are _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _
CLUE   A doctor uses a _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _ to listen to your chest.

Unit 2 Earth, sea and sky
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Unit 3 Sound waves

What is the diff erence between … ?

1 a single and an album?
2 an original number and a cover version?
3 being at number one in the charts and having a minor hit?
4 a download and a CD?
5 a composer and a performer?

Unit 4 Highs and lows

WRITING Part 2: story

Here is the beginning of a story:

As soon as Martin walked into the room, he felt afraid.

Finish the story. Write 120–180 words.

Unit 5 Looking back

Complete the sentences below using one of the time 

expressions in the box.

until the nineteenth century   in 1869   
about 5000 years ago   in the 1950s   from 1860–1865

1  The Egyptians built the pyramids  ................................. .
2  Rock and roll music began ............................................ .
3  Abraham Lincoln was president of the USA 

..................................................................................... .
4  There was no running water in London .......................... .
5  Gandhi was born in India  ............................................  . 
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Match the idioms in bold (1–4) to their meanings (A–D).

1 First my computer stopped working then the phone 
broke. It never rains but it pours.

2 I don’t need anything in particular but I’m saving 

for a rainy day.
3 I’m snowed under with work. I’ll never be able to do it all.
4 We played a game to break the ice.

A  there’s too much.
B  when one bad thing happens, other things seem to go 

wrong too.
C  make people feel more relaxed with each other.
D  in case I need something in the future

 t e m p e r a t u r e

t t

about 5000 years ago



Unit 6 Getting the message across

Rearrange the letters to complete the sentences about what 

we can do on the computer.

1 Click on an NOCI  _  _  _  _  to open an application.
2 Download an NETMCHATTA  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  _  that has 

arrived with an email.
3 Get a SIVUR  _  _  _  _  _  which might stop your computer 

from working.
4 Go LENOIN  _  _  _  _  _  _  to check email or look at a website.
5 Cut and STEAP  _  _  _  _  _  text when we are writing 

something.
6 TEDEEL  _  _  _  _  _  _  fi les when we have fi nished with them.

Unit 7 The world of work

SPEAKING Part 2

Look at the photographs on page 33 in the book and think 

about your answers to these questions. 

1 What are the people doing?
2 How are they feeling?
3 What else can you see?
4 Which job is more diffi  cult?
5 Which of the two jobs would you prefer? Why?

Practise talking about the photographs. Record yourself, then 

listen and try to improve what you said. 

Unit 8 Everyone’s diff erent

Match the adjectives (1–5) to their opposite meanings (A–E).

1 alike A suntanned

2 thin B straight

3 wavy C chubby

4 lanky D diff erent

5 pale E thick 

Unit 9 Get active

USE OF ENGLISH Part 4

For questions 1–5, complete the second sentence so that it 
has a similar meaning to the fi rst sentence, using the word 
given. Do not change the word given. You must use between 
two and fi ve words, including the word given.
1  I dislike the way he’s always criticising his brother.
 RUNNING
 I dislike the way .................................................. down.
2 It’s getting late. We should leave.
 MOVE
 It’s getting late. We should .............................................
3  John complained that he’d had far too much to do that 

afternoon.
 FEET
 John complained that he’d ............................ that 

afternoon.
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4  The criminal escaped and is now free.
 RUN
 The criminal is now ......................
5  The spectators became very excited as the end of the 

match approached.
 HIGH
 Feelings ...................... among the spectators as the end 

of the match approached.

Unit 10 My world

SPEAKING Part 4

Here is a list of the advantages and disadvantages of living in 

a family. Are they about a small family or a large family?

Advantages
Children learn to share.
Children always have someone to play with.
Parents have several children to look after them when 
they’re old.
Disadvantages
Children get less attention from their parents.
There is less money to spend on each child and the 
whole family.
Parents get more tired.

Think about your answers to these questions.

1 Do you come from a large family or a small family? 
2 Do you agree with the advantages and disadvantages 

above? Do any of them apply to your family? 
3 Do you think it is better to live in a small or large family?
4 How big are families usually in your country?

Unit 11 Moving off 

WRITING Part 2: essay

You see this competition advertised in a magazine. 

I C O N

DREAM HOLIDAY
Tell us about your ideal holiday 

and win two tickets to Australia! 

Where would you go? What would you do? 
And who would you take with you?

Write your essay. (120–180 words).

Unit 12 Time off 

SPEAKING  Part 1

Think about your answers to these questions about leisure time.

1 Do you usually go out at the weekend?
2 Do you ever play games like su doku or chess? 
3 Do you have the same hobbies as your friends?
4 What’s your favourite kind of fi lm? Why?
5 What’s your favourite fi lm? What’s it about?

Record yourself, then listen and try to improve what you said. 
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Unit 14 Shared tastes

USE OF ENGLISH Part 3

Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fi ts in the space. There is an 
example at the beginning.

Craig Jacks is best known for wildlife (0)...................... .   PHOTOGRAPH
Using a (1)...................... of techniques, his latest collection reveals animals in VARY
their  natural (2)......................, from the frozen Arctic to the searing HABIT
(3)...................... of the desert.  HOT
He puts his (4)...................... down to teamwork and good luck,  SUCCEED
saying ‘I have been (5)...................... fortunate’.  INCREDIBLE

Unit 13 Around town

Unjumble the letters to make words which describe cities and towns.

1 ralur ........... 3 traemk ........... 5 ciihtosr ........... 7 deaseis ...........
2 torp ........... 4 ewn ........... 6 tsudnilria ........... 8 lacatpi ...........

photography

rural

Unit 15 Media mania

 What kinds of TV programmes are there? 

Match the clues to a type of TV programme in the box below.

costume drama   the news   sports programme
game show   detective story   chat show

1  It tells us what’s happening in the world today. ...............  
2  It involves a crime and police offi  cers. ............................ 
3  People win prizes through knowledge or chance. 

...................................................... 
4  A presenter interviews various celebrities. ...................... 
5  It is set in the past, and often based on a book. 

...................................................... 
6  It could be about football, tennis or rugby. 

...................................................... 

the news

1

Unit 16 Stages of life

Number the following life events in order.

graduate ......  start to walk ......  get married ......  
start school ......  retire ......  have a baby ......  go to 
university ......  become a grandparent ......  have a gap year 
......  get engaged ......  start work ......  

Unit 17 Shopping in style

 Match the idioms about money (1–5) to the expressions (A–E). 

1 You get your money’s worth.
2 You must have money to burn. 
3 I’m not made of money/Money doesn’t grow on trees. 
4 For my money.
5 He’s in the money.

A I can’t buy you that expensive laptop. 
B Why have you bought yet another pair of trainers? 
C I think Stockport F.C. will win.
D He won the lottery!
E Lunch and dinner are included at the hotel.
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Unit 18 Home territory

WRITING Part 2: letter

You have received this letter from your friend in Canada.  Read the letter and write your reply, giving 
him the information he asks for. Write 120–180 words.

….and we’re doing a project about houses in different countries, so please write and tell me about 
houses in your country.  I’d like you to describe a typical house and tell me if there is anything 
special about the way the house is designed.  Write soon!   Mike
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To: John
Re: meeting with principal
I think we need to (1) draw on/up a plan for how we’re going to (2) put across/in our 
ideas to the Principal at the end of term meeting. I’ve been (3) thinking about it/through it 
carefully, and I think we can (4) get round/by the diffi culties. I’ll explain how we can (5) get 
our ideas across/past when we meet later this afternoon.
Kim

Unit 19 Green planet

WRITING Part 2: report

Your college wants to become more environmentally friendly.  Your English teacher has 
asked you to write a report suggesting simple ways in which this can be done.
Write your report. (120–180 words)

Unit 20 My judgment

Choose the correct phrasal verb to complete the email below, using a dictionary to help you 

if necessary.

Answer key

Unit  1

2 sore throat  3 headache  4 syringe 
5 stretcher  6 plaster
A doctor uses a stethoscope to listen to your chest.

Unit 2

1B 2D 3A 4C

Unit 3

1 A single is one song, an album is a collection of songs.  
2 An original number is a song you write yourself, a cover 
version is when you sing someone else’s song.  3 Number 
one is the most successful chart position, a minor hit is less 
successful.  4 A download is music from the internet, a CD 
is a disc with music on it.  5 A composer writers music, a 
performer plays it.

Unit 4

Your own answers.

Unit 5 

2 in the 1950s  3 from 1860–1865  4 until the nineteenth 
century  5 in 1869           

Unit 6

2 attachment  3 virus  4 online  5 paste  6 delete 

Unit 7

Your own answers.

Unit 8

2E  3B  4C  5A 

Unit 9

1 …he’s always running his brother…
2 …make a move.
3 …been rushed off  his feet…
4 …on the run.
5 …ran high…

Unit 10

Your own answers.

Unit 11

Your own answers. 

Unit 12

Your own answers.

Unit 13 

2 port  3 market  4 new  5 historic  6 industrial 
7 seaside  8 capital

Unit 14

1 variety  2 habitat  3  heat  4 success  5 incredibly 

Unit 15

2 detective story  3 game show  4 chat show  
5 costume drama  6 sports programme

Unit 16

Possible answer: start to walk 1,  start school 2,  have a gap 
year 3,  go to university 4,  graduate 5,  start work 6, 
get engaged 7,  get married 8,  have a baby 9,  become a 
grandparent 10,  retire 11

Unit 17

2B  3A  4C  5D

Unit 18

Your own answers.

Unit 19

Your own answers.

Unit 20

2 put across  3 thinking it through  4 get round 
5 get our ideas across
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